
ACTIVITY: Spearfishing 
CASE: GSAF 1983.01.08 / SA-307 
DATE: Saturday January 8, 1983 
LOCATION: The incident took place off 
Holbaai Point, near Hangklip, False Bay, 
70 kilometres from Cape Agulhas in the  
Western Cape Province, South Africa. 
 
NAME: Phillip de Bruyn 
DESCRIPTION: He is a 32-year-old male. 
BOAT: A 3,65-metre white-hulled ski-boat  
 
BACKGROUND 
WEATHER: The sky was clear. 
SEA CONDITIONS: Underwater visibility 
ranged from three to 4,5 metres.   
ENVIRONMENT: The incident took place 
in an area of short kelp and reef with 
scattered patches of sand. 
DISTANCE FROM SHORE: 350 metres 
DISTANCE FROM BOAT: 50 metres 
DEPTH OF WATER: 18 metres 
TIME: 13h00 
 
NARRATIVE: Phillip de Bruyn was spearfishing with Doug Alexander. Both men were clad 
in black neoprene wetsuits and had been in the water about 30 minutes. They were 
shooting red stumpnose, Chrysoblephus gibbiceps. The divers placed their catch in the 
boat, but when the shark appeared the fish were still alive; “I could hear them thrashing on 
the bottom of the boat while still under the water,” said De Bruyn.  
 

The two men were swimming back to the boat when the shark approached from behind and 
below and struck De Bruyn with such force that he was hurled out of the water and thrown 
on to the shark's back. 
 
INJURY: The diver was not injured by the shark. 
 
SPECIES: The incident involved a white shark. 
 
SOURCE: Interview with Phillip de Bruyn on November 18, 1986 
 
CASE INVESTIGATOR: Marie Levine 
 
NOTE: Two weeks after this incident, Phillip de Bruyn was spearfishing at Port Elizabeth. 
Underwater visibility was nil and the time was 10h00 to 11h00. Phillip had shot fish on the 
pinnacle. He lay facing upwards, shooting fish in silhouetted by the sun. He had just shot his 
third fish of the day when he felt something on his legs. It was a raggedtooth shark, just 
lying on his legs and looking at him. “It was a large, fat shark — one of the buses,” he said. 
However, the shark did not injure him and the incident is not included in the GSAF. 
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